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Chapter I
STATEMENT

OF PROBLEM

A simple communication situation aris�s during inter
action between a speaker and a listener.

The message involved

during such interaction is a "perceptual event."
1969)

( Young ,

Assuming that the auditory channel of the listener

is intact , the conductive medium is free from excessive ambient
noise , and the content of the message is within the linguistic
concepts of the listener, the amount of interference in the
reception of the message is in the listener.

Interference

to the listener may depend largely upon the speaker's arti
culation , fluency , language usage , or voice quality .

Since

interferences are perceptual events , the amount or type of
perceived interference may vary from listener to listener.
"To depend on observers for measurement is to recognize that
classifying speech as defective requires the judgment of an
observer."

( Young , 1969)

Thus a logical research approach

to measuring perceived interference in a spoken message would
be to quantify judgments of a listener population.
Edwards ( 1957) has described a general psychological
scaling method used by Thurstone which could be applied to
measurement of a perceptual event such as speech by a listener
1

2
population.

Essentially this method uses an observer popula

tion to judge a given statement , not in terms of agreement or
disagreement , but rather in terms of degrees of favorableness
or unfavorablene ss.

The result is a scaling of that state

ment about a "paychological object" onto a continuum of varying
degrees o f favorableness or unfavorableness by a judging popu
lation.

A psychological object is "any phrase , slogan , person,

institution, ideal, or idea toward which people can differ
with respect to positive or negative affect."

( Edwards , 195?)

A simple i llustration of the Thurstone equal-appearing interval

continuum is illustrated in Figure 1.

Varying degrees of

unfavorableness toward a given statement are represented by
letters

A,

B,

C and varying degrees of favorableness toward

the statement are e xpressed by letters E, F, G .

Thus one may

visualize the formation of a psychological continuum repre
senting a range of degrees of attitudes e xpressed toward the
presented statement .

The

D

point , or the .. neutral" ( Edward s ,

1957, p . 84) inte rval i s essentially a zero point on the
c ontinuum.
FIGURE l.

unfavorable

Thurstone equal-appear ng interval continuum

9

neutral

f

g

favorable

The cumulative judgments of a population of obse rvers for
each particular statement can be converted to scale values .

3

These scale values indicate the proportion of judgments made
in each category of degrees ranging from least to most favor
able.
Application ot psychological scaling methods to research
in speech pathology is relatively new.

The first published

study ( Lewis and Sherman , 1951) reported use of a nine-point
equal-appearing interval scale to measure stuttering severity.
Since that initial study , subsequent studies have used
listeners, both trained and untrained , to rate severity of
articulation, stuttering, languag e , and voice quality.

Observer

methods have differed only in the manner in which judgments
and scale values have been obtained.

Thus acoustical events

can be judged and classified by listener responses that repre
sent a validation for judgment or meLsure of severity of

a

given perceptual event.
Although scale values for disordered speech have been
obtained from the classical scaling usages , there are impor
tant differences.

"The stimulus dimensions of disordered

speech are nonmetric and multidimensional . "

( Young , 1969)

Speech stimuli may differ from speaker to speaker , from con
versational speech to reading, and even from varied speaker
stimuli when reading word lists.

( Young , 1969)

Previous

research , ( Jordan, 1960) , cites that dimensions to be measured
such as articulation defectiveness, are affected by other
related dimensional paramenters such ae frequency or severity
of error when rated by an observer population.

However an

4
articulation defective sample can be numerically documented
for frequency and type of error by recording from live speech,
tape recorded speech,
and Wilke,

19431

or transcription.

Henrikson,

1948,

{Curry,

and Barker,

Kennedy,

1960)

Wagner,

Listeners,

although receiving a multidimensional interference when rating
stuttering severity can document severity by numeric measures
such as frequency of repet.itions (Lewis and Sherman,
Sherman and Trotter,
{Bloodstein,

1944

19561

and Young,

and Johnson,

1961)

1961) .

19511

and speech rate

A listener given the

task of rating language development may listen for and docu
ment syntactical structure, vocabulary,
(Johnson,
plexity

Darley, Spriestersbach,

1967) ,

(Shriner,

1952 ,

mean length of response
p.

167) ,

transfonnations (Menyuk,

length - com

1963) ,

and

other measures of language development.
Voice quality appears to represent the ultimate in multidimensionality.

The listener given the task of judging
voice
I

quality faces multiple stimuli interference from articulation,
fluency,

language,

and the message content.

Furthermore he is

judging a perceptual event and has no transcription record
available.
One major task facing the listene·r lies in the actual
perception of the presented voice quality.

Each listeuer may

perceive the same speech sample as representative of diffe�ent
voice qualities.

In other words, each has listened to the

vocal quality but has perceived various characteristics in the
same sample.

One listener

judge may describe the perceived
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sample as being representative of "harshness .. while another
listener might refer to the same sample as "husky . "

This

perceptual problem has resulted in a long list of ad j ectives
describing the same voice sample.
Unlike the situations in articulation , stuttering, and
language judgment, no measures of severity have been found that
can be applied to judgment of voice quality.
is a perceptual event .

Voice quality

Hence each listener has his own internal

reference points as to when voice quality is deviant, as to
when it interferes with communication, and as to the nomenclature of what he perceives.
In a scientific reference, experiments are performed to
\

evaluate hypotheses .

Thus the primary purpose of this study

is to evaluate the following hypoth3sis .

S tated in the null

There is no significant difference among reliability

form1

of measures of data gathered in judgments of voice quality
problems by equal-appearing intervals , successive intervals ,
and direct magnitude estimation.
Secondly, an experiment could indulge the experimenter's
curiosity.
1.

Questions to be answered in this study are1

Can naive or untrained listeners reliably judge the sever

ity of samples of voice quality deviations?
2.

I f scaling methods can be used t o rate severity of

voice quality deviations , which method , equal-appearing inter
vals , successive intervals , or direct magnitude estimation,
will be most reliable for evaluative purposes?

6
Thirdly , an experiment should attempt a new technique or
approac h , should strive to improve a current or known technique
or represent an extension of an old technique into new areas.
The equal-appe aring intervals scaling technique has bee n used
for rating articulation, stuttering , language , and voice.
Chapter II will reveal studies which have c ompared various
scaling techniques for the purpose of searching for improved
me ans for rating articulation, stuttering, and language per
fonnance.

Voice quality still is rated by the equal-appe aring

intervals method.

N o know n study has c ompared scaling method

ologies in attempting to seek an improved means for rating
voice quality in terms of observer reliabi lity, in e xpe rimental
practicability, and in manipulating c omputational data.
An e xtension of techniques from this study would yield
scale values of paramenters of voice representing degree s of
perceived voice quality which may be applied to training listen
ers for judging similar perceptual events.

Chapter II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Psychological Scaling Literature .
When an experimenter uses psychological scaling method
o logies to evaluate speech production, he is essentially asking
listeners to make comparative judgments of tne presence or absence
of acoustical characteristics which affect communication of the
speaker.

Young ( 1969) states that, .. observers are frequently

used in clinical and expe rimental settings to evaluate speech
disorders on a variety of perceptual dimensions."

Review of

the literature ind icates.that psychological scaling method
ologies can be applied to research in speech pathology.

This

is a useful procedure because listener judgments or perceptual
events can

be

quantified to represent a single judgment of

severity for a presented speech sample.
The three psychological scaling methods frequently employed
in oommunieations research area

( 1) equal-appearing intervals ,

( 2) success ive intervals, and (3) direct magnitude-estimation.
Equal-appearing intervals.
Sherman and Moodie (1957) describe this method as one in
which •the observer ie instructed to assign numbers to the
stimuli in relation to an equal-appearing scale of severity."
7

a

The principle asewaption underlying this method is that the
observer can reliably equate intervals or distances between
responaes to etimuli.

The equal-appearing intervals (EAI)

scaling aethod waa chosen for comparison in t:11• study because
ot lte �ommon u•• in experlaentatlon wi�h apeeeh disordera
as

evidenced in Chapter 1.
Thurston• and Cbave (1929) originally deecrib•d the method

of equal-appearing intervals.

'!'hey aasuaecl that a judge• a

attituclea toward th• objeo� being aoal•d would not affect
reliability.

�dwarda (1957) indicated that thia ••tbod x-.quired

each oba•rY•r to make only on• oomparativ• judgJB.ent tor eaoh
stimulus preaented.
Guilford (1954) pl'eaente aome advantages !or uain& EAI
rating method••

l.

EAI require• much lees exp•riaent time

than either pair coapar1aone or ran.king ••thods.

2.

EAI oan

be used with "psycholo&io&lly naive raters• who have had a
minimua of training.

).

large nuaber cf atlmuli.

EAI can be used when presenting a
4.

EA!

has a auoh wider ran&• of

application than do ranking or comparing aethode.

5.

�AI

is aaeuaed to yield interval data, which ia a higher fora of
data than nominal or ordinal data.

6.

Some experiment.re

maintain tha't beat judgaente are 11ade when 11ti11uli are pre
••nted •in&lYt coaparat1ve eoalee deatroy the "aesthetic atti
tude• ot the rater.
When rating by EAI • obaervera make judpents about t.he
presented st1aul1, usually in reference to their own anchor
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points , such as least unfavorable o r least severe to most
unfavorable o r most severe .

This particular procedure mea

sures obse rve r's internal standards in relation to their pre 
However, good

conceived attitudes o f least to most severe.
EA!

scaling usually ties down end points by initially presenting
Thus, cumulative

the entire range of attributes to be scaled.

observer judgments c an be used aa a yardstick to measure the
given range of presented att.ributea.

The center inte rval ideally

represents the mid-point of the distribution of assigned values
along the c ontinuum.
adjacent point.

Each point is of e qual distance from the

Thus, if an observer assigned the first stimulus

a value o f "three",

the oretically a stimulus o f "six" should

be twice as severe as the forme r stimulus.

A stimulus value

of "seven" should theoretically be exactly one point more
se vere than an assigned stimulus value o f six.

Fi gure 2 pro-

v ides a graphic illust ration of the assumption of e qual-appearing
intervals.
This scaling method can, however, have one obvious dis
advantage .

The resulting stimuli assi gnments can produce an

end- e ffect, o r a piling-up o f judgments at one o r both ends
of the scale.

For instance, an observer instructed to rate

a series o f stimuli on a seven-point scale mi ght haar a
s t imulus that represents the mos t severe sample h e has heard
according to his own concept o r anchor point.

He would probably

assign this particular s timulus a value o f seven.
during the course of the e xperi ment he might hear

However,
a

stimulus

10

that appears to _be more severe than the stimulus previously
heard and rated seven .

This situation might occur several times

during the experiment and result in the distribution of judgments toward the upper range of the continuum.

Thus. the

scale values are not of equal distance along the range of
judgments .
of

Instead there is an abundance of values at extremes

the scale rather than at the mid-points of the scale.
Fig. 2 . Normal curve distribution with assumed equal
appearing intervals. (Guilford , 1952, p. J4.)

l
(least)

3

(mid-point)

(most)

Lewis and Sherman(l951) applied a nine-point equal-appearing
intervals scale to measurement of severity of stuttering.

A

graphic illustration of the number of samples in each ot the
eight severity intervals showed a distribution of ratings tar
from normal.

There was a definite peaking at the least severe

end with a marked dip at severity values of three and four.
In other word s , there was an end-effect.

The results of their

study are illustrated by the broken lines in Figure 2 .
True equal-appearing intervals scaling procedure should
require two presentations of the same stimuli .

The observer

population should merely listen during the initial presentation
to perceive the end-points of the continuum.

The actual rating
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should be performed during the second presentation.

Lewis

and Shennan may have experienced the end-effect in their
study as the result of failing first to present the taped
samples prior to the actual rating task.
Despite the mentioned disadvantage, equal-appearing
intervals scaling has been used extensively.

The method

does offer simple computational procedures.
Successive intervals.
Sherman and Moodie (1957) describe successive inter
vals as being aimed at reducing the end-effect produced
by equal-appearing intervals scaling methods.

According

to Guilford (1954) , the experimental operation in successive
intervals is essentially "that of judging each of several
stimuli as beloniing in one of a limited number of cate
gories differing quantitively along a defined continuum.11
He continuess

"No assumption is made concerning the

psychological equality of category intervals.u

The only

assumption made is that the "categories are in correct rank
order and that ti1eir boundary lines are stable except for
sampling errors."

Figure

3

offers a graphic illustration

of the concept of the successive intervals methodology.
(Guilford, 1952, p.

J4.)
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F igure J.
Di scrlm lnal di spers ion extends over seven
successive categories of judgments , J1 to J , with
7
limits between categories , L to L •. The d i stances
from these limits are given �Y the f respective standard
measures z9a to z .
9f
J

J1

La

J 6 Lr

J

J

R
Z'ja
s

The seven categories are labled J1 to J 7•

Within the

seven categories there are six limits , La to L . Stimulus
f
s1 is shown to be dispersed through all seven of these
categories.

The mean of the distribution on R has its

ttmodal discriminal process" (Guilford , 1954) , at R4•

If

one assumes a nonnal distribution of the deviations from
R4 by knowing the proportion of judgments in each category
limit , one can expreas that distance of each category limit
from R in terms of a
4

z

value.

After determining the distances

of all limits from R , the common reference point , one may
4
find by subtraction the distances between limits themselves.
By this process one can determine whether widths of categories
are equal , and if they are not , can see what the relative
widths are.

"'

The successive interva. ls method is essentially

interested in the number of judgments that occur within pre
viously assumed equally distant spaced categories.
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One apparent advantage of successive intervals is that
soale values can be applied to equal-appearing intervals·
data.

Sherman and Moodie ( 1957) and S ilve nnan and Sherman

( 1967) made such application of successive intervals to equal
appearing intervals.

Guilford ( 1954) briefly e valuated

successive intervalsa
The e xp�rimental operations for obtaining judgments
in successive categories ( successive intervals) are
s o simple and e c onomical from the standpoint of both
investigator and observers that from this point of
view the method has e verything in its favor.
S 1lverman and She rman ( 1967) somewhat disagree with
Guilford's statement about e c onomy of investigator time.
They report that the procedure used to derive successive inter
val scale values is far more comple x and time c onsuming than
deriving equal-appearing intervals scale values .
Direc t magpitude•estimation.
The four levels of measurement listed in an ascending
leve l order from lowest to highest are nominal , ordinal ,
interva l , and ratio.

The naming or assigning of frequency

values t o data suoh as a two, three , or six in categories
represents a nominal level of measurement.

Ordinal data

represents a rank order value level of measuremen t.

For

e xample , results or a horse raoe represent ordinal data.
Interval leve l measurement yields a c omparative distribution
of data, assumed t o be in equal inte rvals , along a c ontinuum
in relation to normal.

Ratio level measurement uses an ab-

s olute zero and value scores are reported in relation t o that
absolute.
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The experimente r chose the direct magnitude-estimation
psycho.logical scaling method for the purpose of applying a .
ratio scale t o rating voice quality and for the purpose of
comparing a ratio scale to interval scales.

Ratio data

should theoretically yield a higher level of measurement than
interval data.

Prather (1960) and Shennan and Silverman (1968)

report that a ratio scale , compared to interval scales , has
the advantage of an absolute zero ,

�

feature whi�h pennits

use or ratios of scale numbers in all numerical and statiati
cal operations .

This feature makes results more . meaningful

in that judgments are not made on an interval scale but are
made in proportion t o an absolut� zero .
'
Prather ( 1960) states . that this me thod involves presenting
.
stimuli one at a time to a group of observers .
The experimenter
may assign a number to the first stimulus which is to be used
as the standard.

For succeeding samples observers assign

numbers for respective stimuli in proportion to the standard
along the continuum of measurement.

For example , the experi

menter may first present a stimulus which he has assigned a
standard of 100.

He will continue to present each stimulus

to the observer . one at a time and have that observer assign
whatever numbers represent the relative position of each stim
ulus on the continuum in proportion to the standard stimulus
of 100 .

If the observer perceives the first stimulus to be

twice as severe as the standard , he would then assign a value
of 200 to that stimulus.

If the second presented stimulus
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appeared to be only half as severe as the standard stimulus ,
the observer would assign a stimulus value of 50.

There is

no limit plaoed upon observer assignment of scale values.
Stevens ( 1956) stresses that when using direct magnitudeestimation scaling the observer should be "completely free
to deoide what number he will as�ign to the variable . "
Figure 4 illustrates direct magnitude-estimation.
Figure 4. One observer's ratings of five stimuli by DME.
Let S represent the stimuli presented and S1 to S rep�
sent each stimulus. Line R represents the observ�r response
with R1 to R� indicating the severity of S in proportion
to the Stand�rd Stimulus ( SS
100)
=

s

R

75

I

90

l

�o

200

I

JOO

f

Prather ( 1960) essentially found no diffenence between
judgments made when the standard was presented to observers
at the beginning of the experiment and when the standard was
presented after every fifth sample.
Speech pathology literature.
Previous investigations provide strong evidence that
psychological scaling methodologies have been successfully
used to rate articulation , language , stuttering, and voice.
Furthermore , of the various methods available , the method
cf

equal-appearing intervals appears to be the most widely

used method for quantifying listene� ratings.
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Articulation severity has been scaled by the equal
appearing intervals and direct magnitude-estimation scaling
methods.
Morrison (1955} concluded that equal-appearing intervals
scale values could be used to reliably judge articulation
severity from both five- and ten- second speech samples.
She rman and Morrioon (1955) did a follow-up study to deter
mine whether they could obtain reliable intervals scale values
of articulation defe ctiveness from ratings of one-minute
speech samples by trained individual observers .

Judges , trained

by the two tape recorded severity scales from Morrison's (1955)
study , rated one-minute speech samples.

The investigators

concluded that trained observers, using equal-appearing
intervals scales , could rate articulation of five- and ten
seoond segments as reliably as with one-minute samples of
continuous speech.

That is , observers tended to

k order

ran

the stimuli in the same manner for three diffe rent intervals
of presentation.
Sherman and Cullinan (1960) had 14 graduate students
majoring in speech pathology to rate severity of articulation
defectiveness for 50 one-minute tape-recorded samples of
children ' s speech.

The observers used a nine-point equal

appearing intervals scale to rate consecutive 10-second seg
ments from each one minute sampler mean scale values were
computed for each observer.

The same 50 one-minute speech

samples were scaled on a nine-point equal-appearing intervals
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scale by 11 a ddi ti onal judges who rated each sample a s a
whole,

Pea rson r� were used for compa ri son o f (a ) judging

segments a t consecutive intervals , ( b ) judging one-minute
samples as a whole , and ( c ) judging ra ndomi zed segments .
The latter were mean sca le va lues obtai ned by Shennan and
M o rri son' s ( 1955) study,

The Pearson r for esti ma ti ng the

rela ti onshi p between the 50 mean sca le values derived from
judgments made a t consecutive intervals and the 50 mean sca le
va lues va lues derived from judgments of samples a s a whole
wa s ,99,

The Pea rson £ for esti ma ting the rela ti onship

between the 50 mean sca le va lues derived from judgments o f
randomiz e d segments , consecuti ve interva ls, and judgments o f
samples a s a whole wa s , i n ea ch ca se , . 98,

The hi gh correla 

ti on (,98) indi ca ted a strong r e lati onshi p between any two
sets o f mea sures obtained by judging a t c onsecutive i nte rva l s ,
whole sa mples , or randomiz ed segments .

C onsequently , they

concluded tha t any one of the above s ta ted methods ca n be used
t o ra te r e liably severi ty o f arti cula ti on defectiveness .
Jordan { 1960) studied the relationshi p between a rti cu
la ti on test mea sures and li stener rati ngs of arti culation
defectivenes s .

B y means of multi ple regression analysi s , he

eva luated r e la ti onshi ps between 22 measures obtai ned by phone
ti c a na lysi s of 150 chi ldren ' s a rti cula ti on test response s and
mea sures of defectiveness o f a rti cula ti on obtai ned by observe r
ratings of thei r connected speech.

One hundred fi fty ta pe

recorded JO-second speech samples were ra ted on a nine-point
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equa l-a ppearing inte rva ls sca le by J6 observe rs .

Results

essentia lly indica ted tha t obse rver' s rea ction to a rticula tion
def e ctiveness a re prima rily dependent upon f requency ( . 90 )
and severity ( . 70) of a rticula tory deviations.
Pra the r (1960) eva lua ted the usefulness of the method
of dir ec t ma gnitude-estimation (DME) f or scaling def ectiveness or a rticula tion.

Tw enty seven f ive-second continuous

sa mples of children' s speech were ra ted by 200 students enrolled
in an e lementary psychology course .

The total obs ervers, sub

divided into f ive groups , pa rticipa ted in six diff e rent ex 
perimenta l conditionsa

Condition I, standa rd of medium s everity ,

a ssigned a va lue ot 100, presented only a t . the beginning of
the ex periments C ondition II, standar d of medium sev� rity,
a s s igned a s 10 , presented only a t the beginning of the experi
ments Condition III, standa rd designa ted a s 100 , presented
bef ore every sixth s timulus1 Condition IV, sa me standard stim
ulus a s C ondition I, II, III, no specific point a ssignments
C ondition V, sa me a s Condition I, with same observers who ha d
pa rtic ipa ted in Condition IV exa ctly one week la ter1 Condition

VI, sta ndar d of mild severity a ss igned a s 10 , presented only
a t the beginning of the experiment.

Under ea ch condition

obser vers rated samples f our times to compa re eff ects of severa l
sequences and to eva lua te eff ects or pra ctice .

The high

corre lation range (.94 to . 98 ) evide� ced tha t neither sequence
or pr e senta tion of pra ctice eff ects ha d any importa nt eff ects
on obtained scale va lue s .

Sca le va lues did not depend upon
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the assignment of specific standard stimulus values or whether
the observer made his own point assignments.
assigned stimulus was

10

points,

However when the

the scale was relatively

extended at the upper end as compared to the assigned stimulus
of

100

points.

Finally,

there was no apparent advantage in

frequent presentation of the standard stimulus over a single
presentation at the beginning of the experiment.
The following summary statements may be made regarding
the application of psychological scaling methodologies to
rating articulation severity.

Both equal-appearing intervals

and direct magnitude-estimation methods have been successfully
used to rate articulation severity.

The nine-point equal

appearing intervals scale appears to be the most commonly
used scale for rating articulation severity.
The equal-appearing intervals psychological scaling method
also has been applied to observer rating of language develop
ment.

The Shriner and Sherman

(1967)

study shows the relevance

of psychological scaling to language development.
language samples consisting of

50

Three hundred

responses to picture stimuli

or to examiner questions were used in this study.
measures were obtained for each of the

50

The following

responsesa

mean

length of response, mean length of the five longest responses,
number of one word responses, standard deviation of response
length by number of words,

number of different words,

structural complexity score.
judges,

and

Stimuli were presented to

104

who were students in Speech Pathology and Audiology
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and who had previously been enrolled in a course in la ng uage
d eve lopment.
f or m.

The stimuli were presented in typed , mime ogra phed

S amples were rated on a seven-point eq ua l-appearin g

intervals scale with one representing the least d eve lopmen t
of la nguage and seven repr e senting the most d evelopment of
language.

A multiple R of . 85 was obtained when a multiple

regression ana ly sis in which all six pred ictor variables w e re
used.

This was interpra ted to mean tha t the above pred ictors

of language d e ve lopment cannot be used reliably to assess
language d eve lopment.

Mean length of re sponse had a higher

correlation (.80) with obtained scale values than d id any other
pred ictor variable.

Thus it would appear that mean length

of response, if used as a single mea sure f or assessment of
languag e d evelopment , would be most useful a mong those stud ied.
Sherm an and S i lvenn an ( 1968) compared equal-a ppearing
intervals , successive intervals , and d irect magnitud e- e stimation
scaling me thod ologies f or usef ulne s s in mea suring langua ge
deve lopment in samples �f child ren' s speech with ref erence
to ' intricacy o! language usage.•

Their stated operational

d ef- i nition was " the intricacy of the arrangement of word s f o r
the purpose of' conveying inf ormation. "

F if ty language samples ,

typed mimeographed f orm , wer e pr esented to 62 university stud ents
who rated the 5 0 language samples on a seven-point equa l
appearing intervals scale.

None o! these observer s had had

extensive course work in language d eve lopment of child ren.
Successive inte rvals computationa l procedures were appl ied
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to equal-appearing in tervals data.

F or the method of di rect

magni tude -esti mati on, the same 50 lan guage sam ples, arran ged
in a di ffe ren t ran d o m o rder, were ra te d by an additi onal 42
n aiv e observ e rs .
v a lue o f 100.

A

The stan dard sample was assi gn ed a stimulus
compari son between equal-appearing in tervals

an d successive in tervals methodologi e s (�

=

0 . 995) rev ealed

that both sets of scale values ran k ordered the 50 samples in
"almo s t i den ti cally the s am e mann er. "

C ompari s on be tween

equal-appearin g in tervals an d di rect magni tude-esti mati on
yi elded a correlati on o f 0 . 92 .

She rman an d Si lv ennan con cluded

that scale values o btain ed by the three methods di d n ot appear
to di ffer in thei r usefuln ess for the kin d of stim uli presen ted.
H owev e r because o f simpl e r computati on al procedure s , equal
appearin g intervals i s preferred for obtainin g scale values
for ratin g in tri cacy o f lan guage .
There i s parti cular si gni fi can ce in the re levan ce of
ps ychologi cal scaling m e thods to ratin g stuttering sev e ri ty.
The fi rst appli cation of psychologi cal scalin g t o speech path
o lo gy was in ratin g stuttering sev e ri ty.

L ewi s an d She rman

(1951) appli e d a nine-poin t equal-appearing in tervals scale
to measures of stut� e ring sev e ri ty .

T hi rty e lemen tary psycho

logy studen ts, employing the � qual-appearing in terv als scale ,
rate d 240 samples o f stuttered speech.

Nin e ty si x of the

ori ginal 240 samples were then p resen ted t o 106 elemen tary
psychology studen ts to rate in o rder to che ck internal con 
si sten cy; tha t i s, whether the scalin g met hod yielded the sam e
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r e sults o n successive app licatio n .

The o btained Pearson

�s o f . 98 and . 97 "s trongly indicated that the scale o f sever ity
o btained in the study was

a

r ather pr e c ise one ...

S herman and Tro tter (1956) used a nine -point equa l
app earlng intervals scale to comp ar e l istener judgment o f
s tutter ing sever ity and freq uency.

They fo und a close cor r e la

tion ( . 81 ) between the two fa ctor s .

In o ther wor d s , scale

values tended to incr ease as j udgments o f severi ty and fr equency
o f stutter ing incr ease d .

This obtained corr e lation however

did no t indicate a one-to -one r e lationship between the mea sur e s .
Young ( 196 1 ) pre sented 50 tap e r e corded samp les o f sp eec h ,
200 wor d s in length , to 48 l i stener s .
divided into thr e e categcr iesa
( clinic ians ) , and Group

III

Group

( laym en ) .

The listeners wer e
I

( stutter er s ) , Group II

Scale ra tings wer e com

p ar e d to predicted meas ur ements o f disfluency and r ate o f utter 
ance .

L istener agr e ement was measur e d by means o f intr ac lass

corr e la tions .

T he· co effic ient for Group I was . 79 , Group

was . 83 , Group

III

was . 83 .

II

was . 87 , and the combined r e lia b ility meas ur e

The typ e s o f disfluencies that app ear ed to be asso 

ciated with judgmental ratings were syllable or wor d r ep e ti
tio n , sound pro longations , broken wor ds , and wor ds invo lving
appar ent or unusual str ess or tensio n .
The fo llowing summar y might be sta ted r e gar ding app li
catio n o f p sycho lo gical scaling me tho ds to rating s tutter ing
sever ity.

Soaling methods ha ve been successfully emp lo yed

to r ate s tutter ing sever ity.

The obtained scale values fro m
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psychological scaling have in stuttering studie s , as in
articulation and language studies , provided a validation of
other predictor measures for severity.
Finally, investigators have used psychological scaling
methods, particularly equal-appearing intervals , to rate sev
erity of perceived voice qualities .

The following studies

are offered as evidence to appl ication of scaling methods to
voice quality.
Sherman and Linke ( 1952) first applied equal-appearing
intervals scale values to determine whether variations of
vowel content in controlled speech samples had any effect
upon perceived harshness.

Results indicated that controlled

categories of vowel factors could be rated as to perceived
harshness by a seven-point interval scaling method.
Sherman (1954) evaluated the method of obtaining scale
values of severity of harshness and of nasality with recorded
speech samples played backwards.

This method was used to

eliminate irrelevant judgment variables such as articulation.
She used a seven-point equal-appearing intervals scale for
rating both harshness and nasality.

A

Pearson� of . 89

between results of forward and backward playing indicated
that scale values by the two methods to be about equally
reliable.

Sherman concluded that although some irrelevant

judgment variables had been eliminated by backward playing
of speech samples , no advantage was gained in judgment
reliability.
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Rees ( 1958) had J2 listeners ra te syllables o f twelve
speakers with clinically diagno sed harsh vo ices on a seven
po int equal-. app earing intervals scale.

The me an Q-value for

the 1080 scale values was . 79 which Rees conside red to be
" satisfactorily re liable . "

She concluded that the method

o f scaling could be used to study the influence o f vowe ls ,
selected consonant environments , and vowe l initiation on
p e rce ived harsh vo ice quality.
Sp riestersbach ( 1955} used a seven-po int eq ua l-app earing
scale to investigate the influence o f articulato ry defects
upo n judgm ents o f nasality.

Thirty-second sp eech samp le s o f

50 cleft p a late children with cleft p alate sp eech were obtaine d .
J udgm ents o f severity o f nasality were made when the sample s
were p res ented forw ard and when p resented backward s .

Judgm ents

o f def ectivene ss o f articulation and effec tiveness o f p itch
variation were made when the samp les were p la yed forw ard.
Results indicated that trained observers we re able to make
" s table .. j udgments o f severity o f nasality when the samp les
were pr e sented backwar ds ( . 90) but articulation de fec tivene ss
app ear e1 to affect severity of nasality whe n samp le s were
p layed forward ( . 69) .
Sp riestersbach and P owers ( 1959) evaluated the re lation
s hip between connected sp eech and isola ted vo wels o n p erceived
nasality.

Recor d ings were made o f seven vowels and o f connected

sp eech (p layed backwards) p roduced by 50 children with cleft
palate s .

These reco rdings were scaled fo r severity on a
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seven-point equal-appearing scale by 30 judges who were advanced
students in speech pathology.

The correlation coefficients for

the severity j udgments ranged from . 47 to . 60 .

The investiga

tors concluded that severity of nasality in connected speech
is related to aeveri ty of nasality for each isolated vowel
studied.
Lintz and Shennan ( 1961) studied the influence o f vowel
quality and cons onant environments upon nasality.

Twenty

adult male subjects recorded vowels and consonants in isolation
and in eve syllables .

Judges, 3 5 advanced students with

training in voice quality deviation diagnosis , rated perceived
nasality on a seven-point equal-appearing intervals scale.

A

corre lation of . 89 was obtained as an estimate between the two
sets of scale values for the first 100 samples .

The inve sti

gators concluded from the scaling method that "degree of per
ceived nasality varies with fundamental frequency, duration,
and intensity of vowels . "
Dickson ( 1962) made an acoustic study of nasality.

The

The vowels /i/ and /u/ in the words "beet" and "boot" were
recorded for each of 60 subjects.

Each stimulus was rated

by five experienced phoneticians using a seven-point equal
appearing intervals scale of nasality.

Each judge rated each

word twice , thus providing a means o f estimating the reliability
of the participating judge s .

Rank order correlations between

the two ratings ranged from .6) to . 81 .

The sound spectro

graph was then utilized to analyze the stimuli for acoustical
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Sound spectrograms which appeared

determinants of nasality.

to represent acoustical determinants of nasality were correlated
with judgmental ratings .

The acoustical determinants of nasality

were correlated with judgmental ratings.

The acoustical

perceptual correlations were . 79 for the /i/ and . 64 for the
/u/.

In other words , there appeared to be "little relationship

between the initial classification of subjects as normal or
funct ionally nasal and the degree of j udged nasality on the
two vowels studied . "
In summary , tha equal-appearing intervals scaling method
has been the only known method applied to j udgmental rating
of perceived voice quality.

The seven-point �cale has been

used exclusively in p�vious voice studies.

I rrelevant j udg

mental variables such as articulation still are believed to
effect judgments by the listening population assigned the task
of rating severity of voice quality.

( S herman, 1954) Other

than Sherman ' s attempt to eliminate irre levant j udgmental
variables by backward playing of the stimuli , no studies have
been applied to the need for more reliable means for rating
voice quality severity.

Furthermore , no known study has used ,

or compared the use , of different scaling methodologie s .

There

is no logical basis to assume EAI is preferred method to scale
voice quality.
To this point , the review of previous research has cited
evidence that psychological scaling methodologies have been
applied to various parame ters of speech pathology.

Investigators
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hav� not only used equal-appearing intervals.
intervals,

successive

and direct magnitude-estimation methodologies in

rating speech but have compared
articulation,

language.

scaling methodologies in

and stuttering.

Several studies have attempted to compare psychological
scaling methods for purposes of quantifying attributes of
disordered communication.

Comparison among methods for

rating severity of articulation first will be reviewed.
Sherman and Moodie

(1957)

compared equal-appearing

intervals, successive intervals,

pair comparisons,

and

constant sums scaling to find the most reliable method for
scaling defectiveness of articulation.

Scale values obtained

by the method of paired comparisons were demonstrated to lack
internal consistency according to a statistical test used to
evaluate the validity of assumptions made regarding the dis
tribution of scale values.

Scale values obtained by the method

of constant sums were different from the values derived by the
other three scaling procedures in that there was a clustering
of scale values at the extremes of the scale.
reliability of scale values,

On the basis of

ease of computation,

and close

agreem,ent with internally consistent scale values obtained
by the method of successive intervals.

they concluded, was

most useful for scaling articulation defectiveness.
The following study compared scaling methods in attempting
to find the most reliable means for assessing attributes of
language development.

Sherman and Silverman

(1968)

compared
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equal-appearing intervals , successive intervals , and direct
magnitude-estimation.

Observers rated typed samples of speech,

one sample for each of 50 children.

The two sets of scale

values derived from the same data by equal-appearing inter
vals and by successive intervals ranked the 50 samples almost
identically.
was . 99 5 .

The correlat ion betwe en the two sets of values

This correlation was o f the same magnitude a s was

reported between equal-appearing intervals and successive in
tervals scale values for other stimuli as reported by Silve rman
and Sherman (1967 ) .

They found a correlation of . 9 2 be tween

direct magnitude-estimation values and the mean scale values
of equal-appearing intervals.

Sherman and Silverman concluded

that "scale values obtained by the three methods appear to
differ very little in their usefulne s s , at least for the kind
of stimuli used in this study.

They stated that because of

simpler computational procedures , equal-appearing intervals
scaling te·chniques are often preferred.
·rhe following study compared scaling methods to determine
the best technique for assessing severity of stutte ring.
( Cullinan, Prather, and Williams , 1963 )

They compared the

results of seve rity of stuttering ratings by six variations
.of equal-appearing intervals and by those from direct magnitude
estimation.

Stimulus material, consisting of 27 20-second

tape recordings representing the continuum of severity of
stutte ring from very mild to very severe , were rated by 128
undergraduate students enrolled in a communication skills class.
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Samples were rated fora

severity of stuttering on a !ive-

point scale (I)a seven-point scale (II)t nine-point scale,
little definition of points (III)s seven-point scale, points
defined at length (IV)s "likeness to nonnal speech" (V)s
"easiness to listen to" on a seven-point scale (VI)s severity
by direct magnitude-estimation (VII).

A different group of

judges was used for each of the seven rating conditions.

Inter

judge reliability coefficients for the equal-appearing inter
vals rating ranged from .95 to .97 but the interjudge relia
bility coefficient for the method of direct magnitude-estima
tion was lower (.90).
Research comparing the usefulness of rating articulation
severity found equal-appearing intervals generally to be the
most practical, with successive intervals, and direct magni
tude-estimation also yielding reliable judgments.

The study,

(Sherman and Silve rman, 1968), that compared equal-appearing
intervals, successive intervals, and direct magnitude-estima
tion found all three yielding reliable judgmental ratings for
evaluating language development.

However, Sherman and Silverman

preferred using equal-appearing intervals because of simpler
computational procedures.

.

Comparison of $qual-appearing in

tervals and direct magnitude-estimation in rating severity of
stuttering found equal-appearing intervals gave higher judg
ment reliability.
Although investigators have compared, and attempted to
determine the best, and most reliable scaling method for the
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above speech disorders, none have compared scaling methods
to tind the best method for rating severity of voice quality.
A summary of the review of previous studies concerning
perceptual rating of voice quality leads to the finding that
the majority of s�aling studies of voice quality disorders
has been done by the method of equal-appearing intervals.
Cullinan, Prather, and Williams ( 1963 ) compared five-, seven-,
and nine-point equal-appearing intervals scaling methods to
rating stuttering severity.

These investigators concluded

that there were essentially no d'i:f'f.erences among interjudge
reliability ratings obtained trom either three of these psycho
logical scaling methods.

Apparently, stimuli

rank

order them

selves in the same manner regardless of the EAI scale length.
On the basis of the above mentioned studies, this investiga
tor decided to use a seven-point equal-appearing intervals
scale to rate degree of .. unpleasantness� of voice quality samples.
This investigator reviewed the literature to determine
whether trained or untrained observers should be used to rate
the voice quality samples to be presented in this study.

Some

investigators compared the reliability of observations of
untrained listeners versus the reliability of observations
made by trained listeners.

Perrin ( 1952) investigated the

question whether untrained observers could use the method of
paired comparisons to rate functional articulation defects.
Untrained observers were enrolled in a ba3ic psychology
course.

The trained observers were enrolled in a course in
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clinic methods in speech correction.

Perrin found that the

observers did not differ s ignificantly ( . 82) in their evalua
tion of severity of articulation defects.
Morrison ( 1955) had both trained and untrained observers
rate samples of s�verity of articulation defectiveness.

Each

group used a nine-point scale to rate both five- and ten-second
speech samples.

The d ifferences between the two groups of

observers were small and nonsignificant { 0 . 11) .
Young ( 1961) �ssentially used trained and untrained
observers when he had clinicians , stutterers , and laymen rate
severity of stuttering samples .
bined three groups was 0 . 8 3 .

·rhe reliability for the com

This indicated that both

trained and untrained observers tended to,· agree when rating
stuttering severity.
S iegel ( 1962) compared " experienced,. and 11 inexperienced"
Two experienced ( graduate students

articulation examiners .

in speech pathology) and two inexperienced ( women who had been
classroom teachers) observers made judgments of correct , in
correc t , or unscorable on responses to a modification of the
Templin-Darley articulation tes t .
received no training.

The experienced observers

The inexperienced observers received

training after the first listen�ng session.
observers correlated �
(

=

The inexperienced

0 . 92) before training.

Correlations

among scores of two experienced and two inexperienced arti
culation examiners on three occasions were . 97 , . 99 , and . 96
respectively.
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N o previous research found comparisons between trained and
untrained observers when rating voice quality samples .

Re

search by Pe rrin ( 1952 ) , Morrison ( 1955) , Young ( 1961) , and
Siegel ( 1962) indicated little or no significant diffe rence s
between judgments by �rained or untrained observers i n rating
severity of articulation or stuttering.

As a result of the

findings by the above cited investigations , untrained observers
were used in this study upon the assumption that there would
be little significant difference between trained and untrained
observers in rating voice quality sample s .
A review of Chapter I I indicates that psychological
scaling methodologies can be applied to speech pathology .

The

need for this study is again emphasized by the following con
c luding statement.

Although there have been comparative studies

made in attempt to dete nnine the be s t , or most reliable tech
nique to rate perceptual judgments of articulation, language
deve lopment , and stuttering, no study has attempted to deter
mine the most reliable methodology for rating voice quality.

CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES
Preparation of stimuli.
The voice quality samples were elicited from 42 children,
27 boys and 15 girls , enrolled as first graders in public
schools .

These children had been selected from a population

of first grade children from the East Central Illinois comrnu
ni tiee of Charle ston , Mattoon, and Sullivan .

Eaeh of the 42

sub j e c ts had been diagnosed as having harsh voice quality by
one of five speech clinicians serving those respective commu
nitie s .

All subje cts used in this s tudy had been identified

in a previous study.

( S t randbe rg, 1969 ) .

had yet been enrolled in voice therapy.

None of the children
The public school

c linic ians had identified these children by evoking a minimum
of 15 seconds of spontaneous speech from each child.

C linic ians

had used the Curtis definition o f harsh voice quality as stated
by Rees ( 1958) 1
rasping sound .

' Harsh voice quality has an unpleasan t , rough ,
It is often heard in people for whom voice

production seems to be a considerable e ffort or strain . •
Four of the five clinic ians who had assisted S trandberg
in the original identification had attained the M . S . in Speech
Pathology and Audiology and had at least one year of professional
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practice .

The fifth clinic ian held the B . S . in Education with

a major in Speech Pathology and Audiology, 18 semester hours
graduate work toward the M . S . in Speech Pathology , and had
three years of professional expe rience in public schools .
Strandberg ( 1969) recorded the original speech samples
which were used as s timulus material in this study.

She

recorded a minimum of one-minute speech samples of each iden
tified first grader .

H er collection o f continuous speech

samples. was similar to the technique used by Morrison ( 19 5 5 ) .
Each child spoke about his favorite T . V . program , an activity
during the summe r which he thought was most fun , and what he
liked most about school.

Each subje ct ' s verbal output was

recorded in the speech the rapy room of his respective school.
Samples were recorded on an Ampex , Model 602 tape recorder
at a tape apeed of seven and one-hal� inches per second .

To

obtain optimum fidelity, she used Scotch Magne tic Tape , silicon
lubricated 1 . 5 mi l acetate backing.

The child was seated so

that the distance from his mouth to the microphone could be
controlled at six inches .
Strandberg h�d collected the speech samples as soon as
poss ible after identification by clinicians ,.to el iminate
possible intrusion of extraneous factors which might have
influenced and changed the voice quality heard by the public
school speech correotionist• • • "
Since retrieval of st imuli from original reeord inge should
be done with consistent methodology, the experimenter chose the
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first ten-seconds of verbalization of each subject from the
original tapes prepared by S trandberg.

In some instances con

tinuous ten-second responses could be recorded.

However when

a sub ject responded only in one- or two-word utterances , these
responses were recorded .until ten-seconds of stimuli had been
obtained.

Lewis and Sherman (1951) had presented varying lengths

of samples of stuttering for judging.

They had essentially

concluded that six-second samples were too short , 15-second
samples were "unnecessarily prolonged , .. but ten-second samples
were of optimum length.

The Morrison (1955) study compared

length of stimuli for rating articulation defectiveness .

This

study reported that both five- and ten-second speech segments
sould be used as reliably as one-minute speech samples.

On

On the basis of reliability and experiment time , ten-second
length speeoh samples were chosen for the observer rating
procedures .
Forty two stimulus segments were selected from the original
44 samples .

Two s!lllples were excluded from this study because

they had been judged to be nonnal by at least 80% of a panel of
trained speech pathologists in the S trandberg (1969) study.
Preparation � EAI stimulue tape.
The original tapes were played on an Ampe x , Model 602
tape recorder and the first ten-second segments were internally
dubbed onto silicon lubricated 1 . 5 mil Scotch Ma�etic Tape
through a Revox, Model 36-G tape recorder.

When recording at

seven and one-half inches per seoond . the Revox displays a
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frequency range of 40 -18 , 000 Hz. , intensity variation of
+2/-J dB , and tape speed deviation of no more than . O J from
seven and one-half inches per second.

The experimental seg

ments were dubbed through Channel I and were monitored acous
tically by the experimenter using Telex MR-6 earphon es .

The

input to Channe l I was monitored visually by the experimenter
using the Channe l I v . u . meter and attenuator.
The e xperimenter announced and recorded each respective
stimulus number through a Shure mic rophone in�o Channe l II of
the Revox recorder.

These stimulus numbe rs were recorded as

closely as possible to the input level as Channel I .

Channe l

II input was likewise monitored acoustically and visually by
the respective V,U, meter and attenuator.

These assigned

stimulus numbers served not only to assist the observer to
follow respe ctive items on the response sheet, but also to
increase observer attention in preparing to listen for the
upcoming stimulus .

A five-second inter-stimulus inte rval

was used t o allow time tor observer judging and recording.
A twenty-second pure tone of 1000 Hz . , recorded at the
same average input level as Channe ls I and II, was inserted
at the beginning of the completed tape .

Thie tone was in

troduced by holding an earphone of a Be lton• Audiome ter 10-C ,
with the attenuator set at 75 dB , to the microphone connected
to the Channe l I input.

The purpose of this test tone was to

enable the experimenter to c ontrol the intensity of the stimuli
output in various expe rimental environments,

The intensity
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range of the experimental tape with the output control held
at a constant #3 setting on the Revox was 65 to 85 dB with the
average intensity being 75 dB.

A Sound Level Meter, General

Radio Type 1551-C was used to determine the above output
leve ls .
Preparation of DME stimulus tape .
The se cond tape , prepared for judgment by direct magnitude
estimat ion, was constructed in the following manner.

One seg

ment from the EAI tape , ( Tape I ) , was extracted to become the
standard stimulus for the DME tape , ( Tape I I ) .

The criteria

for sele c t ing the standard stimulus for Tape II was that this
stimulus previously must have been judged to represent a �id
point of all sample s , and that the segment must be of acceptable
acoustical quality and length to be judge d .
Four trained speech pathologists rated all 42 stimuli
on Tape I .

Two of the observers held the Ph . D. and had an

average of 15 years clinical experience , another held the
M . s . in Speech Pathology with e ight years of clinical exper
ience , and the latter held the B . S . in Education with a major
in Speech Pathology and three years of clinical experience .
The four observers rated Tape I by the method of equal-appearing
intervals ,

The stimuli was presented through the Revox recorder,

free-field in a sound treated room.

S ince the test tone re

presented the average intensity range for the entire tape ,
the Sound Leve l Meter 1551-C was employed to set the test tone
leve l at 65 dB.

This setting allowed the tape to be presented

at the intensity ra.nge of 55 to 65 dB.
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Seventy-five percent of the judges agreed that segment

#)O of Tape I represented the fourth category. or mid-point
of the range of voice qualities presented .

Judgmental relia

bility for this judging group was . 84 as c omputed by the intra
class correlation ooe f�ieient fonnula.

(Winer. 196 2 , p . 198)

The experimenter and another member of the judging group 2greed
that segment # JO met the previously described criteri a of
acce ptanc e .
Tape I I was then dubbed from Tape I using the same tech
nical procedures as were used to prepare Tape I .

The standard

st imulus was dubbed into the beginning of the tape and afte r
every subsequent fifth speech segment .

Because #30 was omitted

from Tape I I , new stimulus numbe rs were assigned to segments
following number 29 .

The words " standard stimulus" , which

were inserted preceeding each standard segment , and the revised
segment numbe rs were inserted through Channel I of the Revox
re corder.

The completed tape to be used for judgment by direct

magnitude -est imation c ontained 41 segments and nine presenta
tions of the standard stimulus .
Se lection of scaling methods.
The previous Chapter has offered theoretical c onsidera
tions for selection of the three scaling methodologi e s .

The

following summary statements are made about each methodology.
Successive intervals scaling assumes that judges are not
able to divide a continuum into equal-size segments .

Scale

values are ordinal and do not assume to satisfy the crite ria
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for interval-level measurement .

The successiv� intervals method

may be applied to e qual-appearing intervals data.
Equal-appearing intervals scaling was selected because of
its common use in speech pathology.

This scaling method assumes

that judges are able to divide a continuum into equal-sized
segments .

If judges perform the given task as instructed,

the ir judgments should result in scale values which satisfy
the criteria for interval leve l measuremen t .

( S herman and

S i lverman , 1968)
Theore t ically, direct magnitude -estimation should result
in scale value s which satfafy the criteria for ratio-level
measurement.

( S he rman and S ilverman, 1968 ) .

Scale values

should be located in reference t o a true zero and thus could
be used meaningfully in all arithmetical operations.
Selection .Qf judge s .
The e xperimenter chose t o use untrained listeners for this
study.

Trained listeners form only a small sample from a total

population of listeners.

Judgments of defective speech primarily

come from cultural standards of a society of untrained listeners.
Since voice quality is a perceptual event , judgments as to voice
quality are sub ject ive and the speech pathologist must re ly
upon an untrained listener population to quantify judgments as
to the severity of voice quality.

Siegel ( 1962 ) has listed

two reasons why it i s desirable to use relatively inexperienced
persons as articulation examiners.

These reasons also appear

to be applicable to inve stigations of voice quality.

The
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first reason is practicability.

An experimenter may not always

have experienced examiners available .

The second reason ia that

" Ignorance of the areas of speech pathology and language develop
ment may constitute an e xperimental safeguard against parti
cular biases or expectations . "

S �ege l ' s second reason should

also apply to voioe studies from the standpoint of reducing
some of the extraneous variables

of

articulation and language

whioh plague the trained voice judge .
The untrained listener population for this study was
selected from speech , psychology , and health education classes
at Eastern Illinois Unive rsity.

All of the classes were Fresh

man level courses except for one psychology class which was
at the Sophomore leve l.
S tudents selected as judges for this study were checked
for hearing acuity.

This process was accomplished by checking

each judge ' s Speech and Hearing Scre ening record at the Depart
ment of Speech Pathology and Audiology.

One sub ject was e li

minated from this inve stigation because he had not passed the
hearing screening.
The traditional approach for selec ting the numbe r of
judgen for a study arbitrarily predetermines the number of
judges to be used.

Inve stigators then compute the reliability

of obtained scale value s , plot scatte r-grams of each method
against the othe r , then finally determine the correlation
between sqale value s .
are unclear.

Interpretation o f results of this method

One cannot know whether obtained differences lie
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in judgmental reliability o r to differences in the scaling
methodologi es.

That i s , one cannot conc lude from the tradi

tional method whether obtained reliability differences may have
resulted from internalized observer reactions to given stimuli
or to the scaling method function as a yardstick to measure
the range of attitudes along the perceptual cont inuum .
This inve st igation employed the principle of sequential
.
sampling as desc ribed by Silverman ( 1 968) .
In this proced,Jre
the experimenter sets a minimum level of reliability desired
for scale value s .

He would have a small number of observers

rate the st imuli .

Next he w o uld est imate the reliability of

scale values which could be derived from ratings of thsse
obse rve rs .

If the level of reliabi_lity attained was greater

than or equal to the desired leve l , no observers would be
added.

Howeve r , if the attained level of reliability was less

than the desired leva l , the e xperimenter would then have addi
tional obse rve rs , selected from the same population of observers ,
rate the stimuli.

This described process is replicated unt il

the desired reliability level is attained .

With this procedure ,

obtained differences may be explained as due to methodological
variations.

The minimum leve l of reliability for observers

scaling by EAI and

DhIB

in this study was s e t at

•

95 .

'£he re

liability level was set at . 9 5 for the following re asons.
( l ) Previous voice quality scaling studies (Sherman and Linke ,

19 5 2 t Sherman , 19541 Spriestersbach, 1955 • Rees , 1958 1 Spries
te rabach and Powe rs , 1959 1 Lintz and Sherman , 1961 1 and
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Dickson ,

1962) were unsuccessful obtaining ju�gment reliabi

lity ove r . 90 using EAI and the trad i t i onal research approach
o f selecting the number of observers to perform the given
scaling task.

(2)

The second reason was to inve stigate whether

S i lve rman ' s ( 19 6 8 ) principle of sequential sampling could be
applied successfully to reach
quality sea.l ing methodologie s .

a

high reliability with voice

(3)

An

alpha level of . 05

would indicate that the chances o f obtaining similar high
judgmental reliability in replicat ing this study would be

. 95 .

Fre sentation of s timul i .
The

st imuli for r.ating by equal-appearing intervals and

direct magnitude-est imation were presented in the student ' s
reapective c lassroom.
students .

�ach class contained a maximum of

The small �lass grouping allowed the inve s tigator

to supervise the e xperimental ses�ion closely.
were presented
�AI

30

on

the

3ame

and DMS judging groups

The s t imuli

experimental s c hedule for both the
as

follow s .

( 1 ) Before the experi

m�mtal sess ion the inve stigator s e t up "the equipment so that
t!:e sound source was in front and. center of the c lassroom.
( 2)

The Sound Level h'i e t e r , Type 1551-G was used to check the

test tone of '75 dB moasured from the front row o f the class
room.

( 3)

The ins truction book l e t and response she e t wsre

dis tributed when c las� :nembe:rs had been seated.

( 4) 'l'he in

s t ructions were read aloud by the experimenter.

(5)

was presented for judges to listen.

The tape

'l'he fix·st playing was

intended to give them an idea of the task and to give them
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the

opportunity to perce ive

the

range

of stimuli so

could form the i r own end-points of the c ontinuum.
remainder of the
garding

instruc ti ons were

s t imu l i .

( 8)

and age on the

asked t o give name ,

front of the response bookle t .

booklets were c o l l e c te d .
The

(7)

for purposes o f marking

Judges were

( 10 )

(6)

The

read and any questions

judging proce dure were explaine d .

played the second t ime

that they

The

re

tape was

judgments

to

class standing,

(9)

Response

Que s t i on and answer s e s s i on .

entire s e s s ion averaged 32 minute s .
A copy o f the direct ions and response booklet for both

equal-appearing intervals and d i r e c t · magn itude-estimation may
be

found in Appendix A and

B

re spectively.

Jhapter

IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Scale Value s .
The reliability of the scale

valuss

obtained by di! � c �

magnitude-es tirnation we re a s s e s s e d by the intraclass

corrc:la

tion coeffic ient for averages ( Wine r , 1962, p. 126 ) .
res u lting

£ was

·rhis correlation

ihe

0 . 9 3 , based upon the judgments of 80 o o�c:rve.:ti .
inte rpre ted to mean that the s t iu:u.li

wau

tended to rank order t:-iemselv0s in a similar 11'1anner.

scale value s , which

represent

a me�n o f observer

ih�

re�porw � s

each presented �'3 t imulus , range from a2-. 19 "to 149 . 011 with
mean o f 1 18 . 11 and a standard dev ia ti on of 2 1 . 55.
sampling procedure ( :S i lve rman , 1968 ) , which
number

of addi ti or.al

obs·:: rife rs from

t o reach the desired re liability
tained reliabil i ty

level

mined level of 0 . 95 .

.L t

fe l l

was

the

'I'he

a

sequen tial

de te rmir1\3s tii.;:

same popula tioi'.

used,

for

Howeve r,

t�a

nt·0 :i a d

o b

slightly short of tl.e pre-�� ter

seems reasonable to

a s s J.n.e

t;Lat

would be l.l ttle d i fferer.ce , if any , in the rank. orcteri:1g
the stimuli be�ween the obtained reliability
and the desire d level of 0 . 95 .

A

leve l

the;r .::
of

of 0 . 9;

shortage of available ob

s e rver population hindered addition of observers to attemp·1; to
reach this desire d leve l .

Although this observer population
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was considered to be alike in that they were unive rsity students
naive or untrained in rating voice quality, some discussion
must be given to possible differences within this population.
This total observer population was divided into sub
populations by clas s , academic c ourae , age , and sex,

Table I

iilustrates inter-group reliability levels for· scale values
obtained from the 80 observers who rated the voice quality
stimuli by direct magnitude-estimation.
Table I .

Intraclass corre lations obtained for sub-populations
b1y c lass , academi c course , age , and sex ra. ting b>Y DME
Academic c lass
Age
N
N
.r
.r
Freshman
S ophomore
Junior

49
20
10

90
. 78
. 44
.

Course
Psychology
Speech
Health Education

17
18
19
20

20
26
16
9

. ao
. 75
. 59
. 73

Male
Female

J9

. 90
. 85

Age
Age
Age
Age

•

Sex
28
22
JO

. 78
, 84
85
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•

Dlf!e rences in the magnitude of corre lations between groups
(Blommers and Linquist, 1960 , P• 465 ) , were computed within the
academic class and sex sub-populations.

There were no signi

ficant differences between any of the obtained corre lations for
these sub-populations comprising the total observer population
rating by direct magnitude-estimation.

Other comparisons within

the age and academic class categories were not made because of
the differing sub-sample population size,

S ince differences

between c orrelations are a function of sample size , and the N
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within these categories varied considerably , any significant
results , or lack of them , would be impossible to interpret.
Since the principle of sequential sampling ( Silverman , 1968)
is based on the assumption that additional observers are drawn
from the same population , it oan be concluded that for DME
scaling of voice quality academic class and sex a re not relevant
variables in the selection of additional observers.
The reliability of the equal-appearing intervals scale
values for the 42 stimuli was computed by the intraclass
coefficient for averages (Winer, 1962 , p. 128 ) .

A reliability

level of 0 . 99 was obtained with a population of 14J observers,
The 42 EAI scale values range from 2.19 to 6.55 with a mean
of �.O? and a standard deviation of 1. 27,
The sequential sampling procedure ( Silverman , 1968) was
again applied successfully to reach the pre-established relia
bility level of 0 , 9 5 ,

Since increased reliability is a function

of increased numbers of observers from the same population ,
fewer observers could have been used for rating the voice
quality stimuli by EA! ,

Hand computation errors in sequential

sampling account for over-estimation of additional observers,
Because the EA! scaling task was performed prior to

DlvIE ,

this

over-estimation contributed to the shortage of available
population needed to establish desired reliability for

DME ,

Sub-populations divided by academic class , courae , age ,
and sex composed the total untrained observer population,
Table II illustrates the obtained reliability levels for each
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sub-population rating by EAI .
Table I I .

Intrac lass c orre lations obtained for sub-populations
by academic clas s , course , age and sex rating by EAI.
Academic class
N
Age
N
r
l:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior

Course
Psychology
Speech

68
J6
19
20

.97
. 94
. 88
• 89

N

l:

78
65

.98
. 97

I

Age
Age
Age
Age
Age
Age

17
18
19
20
21
22

Sex
Male
Female

12
37
Jl
19
18
8

. 91
.95
.95
. 90
. 88
. 77

N

r

68
75

. 97
. 97

' Differences on magnitude of correlations between sex and
academic class ( Blommers and Linquis t , 1960 , P • 465 ) ind icated
no statistically significant differences between obtained
c orrelations for these sub-populations.

This was not an un-

expected finding in view of the extremely high overall relia
bility leve l ,
Since success ive inte rvals scale values are computed from
scale values derived by equal-appearing inte rvals methodology , it
seems reasonable to assume that the re liability of these scale
values is

of

a comparable magnitude as the EAI scaling procedure .

The precedent for this assumption is found in the Sherman-Silver
man 1968 study,

The range of scale values , computed from

a

table

of cumulative proportions based on responses obtained by EAI , was
from o . 8 to J . J , with a mean of 1 , 6 1 and a standard deviation of
o , 64.
For internal c onsistency evaluation, cwnulative theore tical
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proportions of judgments in the 7 intervals for each of the
42 voice quality stimuli were computed and compared with the

corresponding observed cumulative proportions.

The agreement

between the observed and theore tical proportions is close.
Only 65 of the 252 the oretical proportions deviate from the
observed proportions by more than 0 . 0 5 .

Although . the mean

deviation is small, 0 . 26 , it is slightly larger than the typical
average e rror reported by others ( Edwards , 1957 , P• 1J8) .
Howeve r , a deviation of this magnitude still is a reliable
consistency within scale values for successive intervals.
Comparison � scaling methods.
The two sets of scale values derived from the same data
by EAI and SI methodologies indicate that both methodologies
rank order the 42 voice quality samples in an identical manner.

The corre lation between the two sets o f scale values was 0 . 99 .
This c orrelation is the same magnitude as has been reported
for c orre lations between equal-appearing intervals median scale
values and success ive interval scale values for other types
of stimuli ( S ilve rman and She rman , 1967 and She rman and S il
vennan, 1968 ) .

Essentially there is no difference between

obtained acale values for the two methods.

Because of simpler

computational procedures and less c omputational time , EAI is
the preferred scaling method of choice .
The correlation of 0 . 9 3 between direct magnitude-estimation
mean scale values and equal-appearing intervals scale values is
high.

In fac t , this correlation should be considered espec ially

high since the two sets of scale values are derived from two
different · groups of observers rating by different methodologies.
The null hypothesis posed for this investigation was a
There are no significant differences among reliability of mea
sures of data gathered in judgments of voice quality problems
by equal-appearing intervals, successive intervals� and direct
magnitude-estimation.

The null hypothesis was confinned a that

is, high and comparable reliability levels were obtained by
each of the scaling methods .

Moreover, each scaling method

yielded a similar rank ordering of the stimuli.
A second question raised at the outset of this investi
gation was a

Can naive, or untrained listeners reliably judge

the severity of samples of voice quality deviations?

Previous

research in articulation ( Perrin, 195 2 a and Morrison, 1955 )
and in stuttering ( Young, 1961) report little or no significant
reliability differences between trained and untrained observers.
The high correlation ( 0 . 9 J ) between EAI and DME suggests that
naive, or untrained observers also can be used to reliably
rate severity of voice quality stimuli.
Scale values obtained by the three methodologies for the
kind of stimuli used in this study appear to differ very l ittle
in their usefulness.
DME ,

All three scaling methods, EAI, SI, and

tend to rank order the stimuli in a comparable manner.

The results of this investigation are compatible with other
published research in the speech pathology literature.

Since

EAI is a practical and reliable measurement procedure and is
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the easiest of the three methods to compute , it remains the
preferred scaling method.
Implications .f.2!: future research.
The first step in quantifying the perceptual impact of
voice qu�lity deviations upon observers is to select a reliable
and practical measurement tool .

The results of this investi

gation suggest that the psychological scaling method of equal
appearing intervals satisfies these criteria.

A logical exten

sion of the present research would be to c onstruct a master
tape for the purpose of training speech pathologists in
making voice quality. judgments.

Since reliable scale values

were obtained , those stimuli having approximately integer
values and small �s oould be employed to prepare a severity
training tape of voice quality comparable to the Lewis and
She :nnan scale of stutte ring severity.

·

Such a tape would aid

the speech pathologist in quantifying voice qualities.

Chapter V
SUMMARY
The primary purpose of this investigation was to evaluate
the null hypothesis that there were no significant ·differences
among the reliability of measure s of data gathered in judgments
of voice quality problems by equ�l-appearing intervals , successive
intervals , and direct magnitude-estimation.
posed in this study were a

Two other questions

( 1) Can naive , or untrained listeners

reliably judge the severity of samples of voice quality devia
tions? and ( 2 ) If scaling methods can be used to rate severity
of voice quality deviations , which method , EAI , S I , or

DME ,

be most reliable and practical for evaluative purposes?

will

When

attempting to quantify the perce ptual impact of vuioe quality
upon listeners , the methodological question arises , which
scaling method should be employed?

This procedural problem

must be resolved before one could train obse rvers or construct
a master training tape of voice quality deviations .
Equal-appearing intervals has been described by She rman
and Moodie ( 1957) as a scaling methodology in which " the observer
is instructed to assign numbers to the stimuli in relation
to an equal-appearing scale of severity. ..

The principle

assumption underlying EAI is that the observer can successfully
51
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equate intervals or d istances between responses to stimuli .
EAI yields interval level of measurement data.
Successive intervals scaling essentially places each of
several stimuli into a limited number of categories differing
quantatively along a given continuum.
that scale values are equi-distant .

No assumption is made
Howeve r , it does assume

that "categories are in corre ct rank order and that the ir
boundary lines are stable exc�pt for sampling errors . "
(Guilford, 1952 , p . 34) .

Successive intex-Vals scaling yields

ordinal leve l of measurement data.
In DME scaling, �bservers assign scale values in relation
to a s tandard stimulus sample , of a pre-assigned value .

Scale

values are representative proportions of judgments made in
reference to an absolute zero.

Derived scale values represent

ratio level of measurement.
The stimuli employed in this study were obtained from the
Strandberg study ( 1969) .

Strandberg had collected the original

voice quality samples by recording one-minute speech samples
elic ited in response to questions regarding a favorite T . V .
program , a most enjoyable summer activity, or most enjoyable
part of school.

These samples were recorded by an Ampe x , Model

602 tape recorder at a tape speed of seven and one-half inches
per second,

From these samples , two stimulus tapes were pre

pare d .
The original tapes were played on an Ampex , Model 602
recorder and the first ten-seconds we re internally dubbed
onto the EAI tape through a Revox , Model J6-G tape recorder.

5)

Stimulus �umbe ro were recorded on the tape preceeding each
respective stimulus.

A five-second inter-stimulus interval

was used to allow time for observer judging and recording.
Forty-two stimuli comprised the EAI judging tape .
tape for scaling by

DME

The second

was prepared in lilre manner to the EAI

tape except for the inclusion of a standard stimulus.
The untrained observer population for this study was selected
from speech, psychology, and health education classes at Eastern
I llinois University.

All classes were freshman leve l courses

except for one sophomore level cours e .

All obse rvers passed

a sweep check hearing screening test at the university ' s Speech
and Hearing Clinic.
Both EAI and DME stimulus tapes were presented in the
student ' s re spective classroom.
lus tape twice.

Each observer heard his stimu

The first presenta.tion proposed to allow each

observer to listen only and to formulate his own anchor points
as to the least and most severe voice quality perceived on that
tape .

The actual task was p�rformed during the second stimuli

presentation.
The reliability of the scale values obtained by DME , assessed
by the intraclass correlation coefficient for averages , yielded
an !'. of 0 . 93 for 80 observe rs .

Although the obtained relia

bility level fell slightly short of the pre-determined level
of 0 . 9 5 , it seems reasonable to assume that there would be
little or no difference in the rank ordering o f stimuli.

The

total observer population was divided by academic class , cours e ,

:- L
J"'i
•

age .

and

rrhere were n o signif icant differences b e tween

sexo

any o f the obtained c o rrela.tionG for these
1rhe

relia'b ili ty of EAI scale value s ,

sub-populations .
also computed by the

intraclass c o e fficient for averages yielded a. correlation

0 . 99

based upon

14J

observe rs.

between sub-populations ,
age ,

and s e x ,

of

Di ffe_rences on correlations

also divided by academic c las s ,

cours e ,

indicated no statistically s i gn i ficant differences

between obtained correlations for the
S u c c e s s ive

inte rvals were

from EAI methodology.
the mean deviation o f

sub-populations.

computed from scale values derived

A �heck for internal consistency found

O , 26

to be s l ight'ly larger than the

average error reported by previous inve stigators.
s l i ght deviation s t i l l indicates a reliable

typical

However,

this

internal consis tency

within scale values for S I .
The null hypothe s i s posed for this inve s t i gation was CQn
firma d .

That

is,

high and comparabla

obtained by ea.ch of the three

reliability levels were

tions between EAI and DME suggest that naive ,
observers can reliably rate
All three

The high correla

scaling methods,

or untrained

severity of voice quality stimuli,

scaling methods tend to rank order the

c omparable manner.
ment proce dure ,

Since EAI

it remains

s t imuli in a

is a pra� tical and reliable measure

the preferred scaling method for

rating voice quality severity.

Appen d ix A
INSTRUCTIONS 1ro JUOOES
FOR EAI SCALING
You are asked to judge a series of childr en ' s v oices
which are presen ted to you in tape recorded form.

You are

asked to judge each v o ice sample in relation to a sev en -poin t
scale o f " unpleasan tn e ss . "

Unpleasan tn es s, for purposes of this

experimen t , is in t e rpreted to mean that the quality is bad
en o ugh to call un favorable atten tion o f most listen e rs to the
child ' s v oice .
Quite obv iously , n o t all children ·• s vo ices s o und alike .
Some v oices are more pleasan t than others s likewise , some voices
are more un pleasan t than others.

The v oices you will hear

were prev iously j udged by speech patho logists to represen t
varyin g degrees o f un pleasan tn e ss .

Your task is s imply to

rate the degree of un pleasan tn e ss each voice r e presen t s .
Make your j udgmen t on the basis o f each in dividual v oice
quality.

Avoid be in g in fluen ced by mispronun ciations of wo rds,

poor grammar, o r usage o f v ocabulary , but listen only to how
each child sounds in terms o f his voice quality1 that is , how
un p l easan t does each child ' s voice s o un d to you.
The rating scale ie on e of equal in tervals--from 1 to 1--

with 1 rP.pre sent ing the

7

least unpleasant gua li •y you hear and

repre senting the most unpleasant you hear on the

represents

the midpoint between l and 7 with respect to un

ple asantne s s .
the
of

scale .

The

other numbers

fall a t equal d i s tar. c e s along

Do not attempt to place samp les 'between any two

the seven points ,

range

tape i 4

but only at these points .

is from 1 to 7 with 1 representing the

Reme mb e r the

least unpleasant

and 7 the most unpleasant voice you w i l l hear on this tape .
I

shall play the samp l e s firs t ; d o not re c o rd the samples-

merely listen.
Each unpleasant voice quality is . Pre c e de d by a numbe r .
Your task w i l l b e to rec ord your j udgme n t t o the
identifying numbe r on your answe r she e t ,
answe r sheet run from the

right of the

The numbers on

the

top to the bottom of the page .

Following there w i l l be 42 v o i c e s t o be ra.ted on the
7-point scale .
first grade

1.rhe se

voice samples were

obtained by asking

chi ldren ques tions about their favorite

T.v.

program ,

a c tivi�ies during the summer that they thought were most fun ,
and what they liked best about s c h o o l .
the

voices p re v i ous ly

o f unpleasantne s s

judged

j udgment s ,

in order t o acquaint yours e l f with the

j udge with respect to degree

f o rm a concept

you will listen to the

to represent d i fferent degre e s

per i men tal task and to the range
to

to

same s e t o f questions.
Before you record any

42

A l l responses are

of the

ex

of voi c e s which you are asked
of un p l e asan tne s s .

Just listen ,

least and most unpleasant voices on tape.
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As

you listen ,

sounds .
the

tape .

pay close attention to how each child ' s voice

Occasionally you will hear some background noise on
Totally disre gard this and form your impre s s i on�

solely on the bas is of each child ' s voice .
judgments now.
1hi9 time
c h i l d ' s voice

Do not re c o rd any

Just listen.
I will play the

tape

on th� answ e r s he e t .

an c

you

will judge each

Remembe r ,

l represents

least unpleasant and 7 repre sents most unpleasant voice quality
you hear on this

tape .

Make a judgment on every sample .
doubtfu l ,

If you a.re somewhat

make a guess as t o the most suitable scale position.

Are there any questions?

Observer N o .

ANSWER SHEET
1.

22.

2.

?J.

J.

24.

4.

25.

5.

26.

6.

27.

7.

?. 8 .

8.

29 .

9.

30 .

10 .

)1 .

11.

32.

12.

JJ.

lJ .

J4 .

14 .

35 .

15.

36.

16.

37.

17 .

38.

18.

39 .

19 .

40 .

20.

41.

21.

42 .

_,

---

Appencilx B

INSTRUCTIONS TO JUDGES
FO� DlYu::. SCALING

You are

asked

to

judge a series of c h i ldren ' s voices which

are presented t o you in tape
judge e a c h v o i c e

sample i n relation t o

"unplea santne ss . "
ment .

is

You are asked t o

re corded form.

Unple asantne ss ,

a

standard sample of

for purposes of this experi

interpreted to mean that the gua l i ty is bad enough to

c a l l m1favorable attention of most listeners
Quite

obvio1J s l y ,

not all chi ldren ' s voices sound alike .

Some v o i c e s are more ple asant than othe r s 1
are more unuleasant than othe rs .
were previously

likewi se ,

some voices

The vo i c e s you w i l l hear

judged. by speech pathologists to represent

varying degrees of unpleasantne s s .
the degree

to the c h i ld ' s voic e .

Your task i s s imply to rate

of unpleasantness each voice

represen t s .

Make your judgment on the basis o f each individual voice
quality.

Avoid being i.nfluenced by mispronunciat ions of words ,

poor grammar ,
each sounds

or usage

of vocabulary ,

blJ t

in terms of h i s voice qua l i t y 1

listen only to how
that i s ,

how unpleasant

d o e s each c h i ld ' s voice sound to you?
You are asked to e s t imate the relat ive degree
ne s s "

of "unpleasant-

of e a c h voice quality s e gment in relation to a standard
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You will do this

s e gment which will be played for you soon.

tasl{ by ass igning the number of points you believe represents
the relative degree of unpleasantness for each segment in re
lation to the standard segment .
the standard segment.

Now you shall hear what we call

( Flay it onc e )

points to this segment.

You will assign 100

The point assignments you will be asked

to make on the succeeding segments should represent the rela
tive degree of unpleasantness of each child • s voice quality
exhibited in each segffient .

For example , i f you believe that

the unpleasantness of the second seglnent exhibits twice the
degree of unpleasantne ss as tho voice quality in the standard
segment , you will assign

200

points to the second segment.

If

you believe that the degree o f unpleasantne s s exhibited i n the
s e gment is half that exhibited in the standard segment , you
would ass ign 50 points .

Of course , you may use any point assign

ment you choose to represent the degree o f unpleasantne ss s you
need not limit yourself to even frac tions and multiples of the
100 points assigned to tne standard .
of 85 or 65 or

20

:tou might use the quantity

or even 112, or 120 or 215 or any number you

choose so long as it represents the degree of unpleasantne ss
exhibited in relation to "that exhibited in the s tandard segment .
Now you will hear the standard segment followed by those
segments which you will soon be judgin�.
merely listen.

Do not record judgments-

You might think about the point assignments you

would make if you we�e recording judgments.
will hear some background noise on the tape .

Occasionally you
·rotally disregard
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t h i s and

f o rm your impre ssions soley on the

child ' s voice .

( P lay tape -- just list�n)

You are now ready
firs t segment

to

jud ge

the

"N i th the

the

remainder of the

s e gmen t

standard

in relation

segment.

after every five

segme n t s ..

to the

100

o f unpleasantness e xhibite d

The s tandard segment of 100 will be
j udgments that you make .

record your number to the
answer she e t .

)

right of the

( E ach segment will be

number c f points which you think the

Are

the

standard s e gment of

there any questions?

�ou will

segment nurnbe r on your

ann ounc e d

by i ts respec tive

you will record

s e gment would have

100

played

If you are somewha't

make a gue s s .

After l i s -cen ing to each segment ,

relation t o

you must record

point� ass igned to the

doubtful about what number to assign ,

number.

When lt i s playe d .
a s s i gn e d on your answer

100

the numb e r which represents the degree

in the

·rhe

exper·imental s e gments .

is your s tandard segmen t .

listen very carefully and not13
she � t .

basis o f e a c h

points.

in

t he
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Observer

No.

ANSvi:ER SHl!:t. T

(S tandard s egment 100)

(Standard segment 100}

{Standard segment 100

1.

21.

41.

2.

22.

J.

23.

4.

--

24.

5.

25.

(Standa.rd segment 100)

(Standard s egment 100)

6.

26.

7.

27 .

8.

28.

9.

29 .

10 .

30 .

(Standard segment 100)

(Standard segmen t 100)

11.

31.

12 .

32.

13.

JJ.

14.

J4.

1 .5 .

J.5 .

(Standard s egment 100)

{Standard segment 100)

16.

J6 .

17 .

37.

18.

38 .

19 .

39 .

20 .

40 ,
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